Digital Power

Carl Miller @carljackmiller
Grumpy Cat’s
WORST CHRISTMAS EVER
Age of Boiler: UNDER 5 YEARS
Probability Gardening Interest: 23.3%
Probability Grandchildren Interest: 4.0%
Probability Prize Draws/Competitions Interest: 11.0%
Household has a regular interest in Book Reading: NO
Cultural Pursuits Interest level: VERY HIGH
Entertainment Interest level: MEDIUM
Animal/Nature Awareness: ...
WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE?
THE DEATH OF THE GODS
The Journey
power

noun

the capacity or ability to direct or influence the behaviour of others or the course of events.
"a political process that offers people power over their own lives"
"WOULD LIKE CANADA TO IMPLEMENT AN ONLINE VOTING SYSTEM"
Media Power
"BESAR"
Current Fake News/Clickbait Merchant
DEFENCE MINISTRY: ON DAY OF CRASH HIGH ACTIVITY OF UKRAINE RADARS
Bellingcat Investigation team
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?